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Help Welcome 

Newly Arrived Syrian  

Refugee High Schoolers 

to America  

 

…as they tell their stories and 

forge their own new American story 

 
 



RefAmerica 
Voices and Stories of  
Refugees in the  
United States 
 

RefAmerica is a month-long leadership 
program which brings together recently 
resettled refugees with local American counterpart participants and American 
host families.  It provides participant refugees with the tools both to tell their 
stories and to help forge for themselves, their families and their fellow refugees – 
like generations of Americans before them – a new American story. 

 

 A Program of Welcome 
 and Cross-Cultural Exchange 
 

The goal of RefAmerica is 
to promote a warm 
welcome for, and full 

inclusion of, refugees who have been recently resettled 
across the United States through the U.S. Refugee 
Admissions Program. 
 

 
   
The RefAmerica 
program combines 
training in leadership, 
public-speaking and the 
narrative method with 
cross-cultural exchange, a nurturing homestay, 
team-building, and learning about the United 
States and its American immigrant stories.   



 

RefAmerica encourages all program participants, refugee and 
local, to tell their stories to American audiences, to explore their 
role within a greater American story of immigration and 
integration, and to make a difference as young leaders, 
particularly in fostering cross-cultural understanding and helping 
welcome refugees in their American home communities.  

 

          

 

The Power of Personal Story 
 

Whether at our “Thanksgiving in July,” interfaith gatherings, or other speaking 
events; on Capitol Hill, in government offices, or at think tanks; or in one-on-one 

exchanges, RefAmerica relies on the power of personal story to promote 
cross-cultural understanding. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                         
 
 
 

 
 

RefAmerica 2017 participants with Maryland Congressman Jamie Raskin 



RefAmerica 2020 
 

RefAmerica’s summer 2020 program will take place 
June 26 - July 26.  The 2020 team will be comprised of:  
 

 six - ten recently arrived refugee teens (ages 16-19) drawn from around the 
U.S. and 
 

 a comparable number of American counterpart participant teen volunteers 
from Montgomery County, MD, and surrounding areas.    

 
To learn more about RefAmerica, apply to the program, host a RefAmerica 
refugee participant, make a donation, attend events, or otherwise become 
involved, please contact us at refamericafoundation@gmail.com.     
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